
   Dear Customer! 

Thanks for buy our product. This kind of juice extractor is excellent in design and made out of 

high qualitative components. Certificate with  GS 、CE . we hope this set can take with you be 

well and convenience. 

Structure Illustration 

a、top cover         b、cup         c、transmit axes           d、base 

e、extractor cover    f、extractor     g、move filter             h、fix filter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Important Instruction 

When using electrical appliances , In order to reduce the risk of fire , electric shock ,  

or injury to persons ,Basic safety precautions should also be followed , including the 

following: Please kindly pay your attention to below points: 

● Read all instructions carefully, even if you are familiar with the appliance. 

● The electric power supply should come from a properly wired outlet . also ,  

● check the capacity of the out and use the appliance separately from other equipment . 

 

 

说明 

● Put the electric products in dry and stable flat. Using dried cloth when 

cleaning the machinery body. 

● The appliance is suitable to soft fruits, such as orange etc. And can t meet 

the hard fruits so as to avoid being broken because of the over. 

●  Shut off the electric power for the following happenings: 

    a. The turning blades working is not correct. 

    b. The uncommon voice when using. 

    c. Cleaning. 

d. Finish using 

● Keep it away from the children and avoid accident 

● This appliance rate capacity，do not excess this scale on working  

●  After use unplug from the outlet .( when unplug , always grasp the plug  

And unplug it from the outlet . ) 

● This appliance is designed only for household use 

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with 

reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 

knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning 

use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety 

●Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the 

appliance 。 

 

 

 

Using Method 

● Put out the power wire from the bottom fixed pot. and make power be on, 

put off the lid, then the machine is on waiting 

● Separate the cleaned fruits from the middle and put them on the top of 

turning blade, press the fruit heavily with hands and make the turning 

blade turn. 

●  One hand take the handle of juice cup, the other fix the machinery when put 



Always ensure the voltage to be used corresponds to the voltage stated on the unit . 
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the juice  into the cup. Turn the juice cup right to 30 degree and put it up 

to make the body separated, put the juice into cup. Continue working, 

must do it according to the contrary above steps 
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● One hand fix the juice cup, the other one handle the filter firmly, make it to be separated from 

juice cup completely and turn the filter to make the leaving into rubbish tube when you use this 

machinery; continue working, must put the filter on the juice cup. 
● This appliance can adjust the move filter according as how much the fruit’s Tendon ,five shift 

is more and the first shift is few. First shift extracted the fruit is usually pure. 
● This appliance have two extracted head ,if you extracted big fruit can use 
extracted cover  

●  Do not put the whole or parts of body into water  
● If the supply cord is damaged, must be replaced by the manufacture or its service agent or a 

similarly qualified person in order to order to avoid a hazard. 

 

  
Clean and care 
●  when you cleaning ,please pull the cord first, take filter and separate the move filter ,revolve 

the cup at right direction ,pull the transmit axes and cleaning one by one 

Install step is reverse unpick and wash 

● Covered the cup cover and store in ark after cleaning 
 

Correct Disposal of this product 

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other 

household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the 

environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it 

responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return 

your used device, please use the return and collection systems or contact the 

retailer where the product was purchased. They can take this product for 

environmental safe recycling. 

 

Technology Parameter 
 
  --- Voltage    ：    230 V~ 
  ---  Power    ：    40 W 
  --- Frequency ：     50 Hz 
  --- Capacity  ：     1.0L 
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INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
 

MAT-3321 CITRUS JUICER 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 


